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Introduction 

Information: For years of independence, the 

national education system and training become one of 

state policy pricing questions in republic. 

At present, a set of optimal models is widely 

used in the development and optimal placement of the 

national economy. At the same time, due to the 

identification of optimal options using a set of optimal 

models used in solving network problems, problem 

solving is achieving high results. In turn, the optimal 

structure of enterprises, transport issues are important 

in the optimal options of transportation, reducing the 

cost of production, the regulation of capital costs. 

One such issue is the improvement of institutions 

of this system of continuing education and their 

optimal placement in the regions in accordance with 

the specialties. 

It is important to determine the solution using 

general economic mathematical models in the 

improvement of institutions of continuing education 

and their optimal placement. 

In creating an economic mathematical model of 

the problem, attention is paid to the mathematical 

support in the exact calculation of problems, in which 

it is necessary to create a system of algorithms, 

determine the logical solution of the problem, 

formulate an information account, organize the 

computational process. 

Thus, according to the methodological and 

mathematical support, it will be possible to develop a 

single model of improving the system of continuing 

education and the optimal placement of institutions. 

The issue of improving the system of continuing 

education and the optimal placement of institutions is 

considered as a matter of dynamic production 
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transport of the entire programming. Because the main 

condition of the issue is the cost of education, the 

economic development of the region, the optimal 

location of institutions, enterprises and their 

transportation costs. The most important situation in 

the context of the issue is the volume of construction, 

the cost of movement, the capacity of the institution, 

in which building materials, regional raw materials, 

labor resources are the main ones. These are basically 

of two types: 

• global - complex as a whole, 

• local - a separate district, territorial 

educational institution. 

Thus, the optimal criterion of the objective 

function of the problem of improving the system of 

continuing education and the optimal placement of 

educational institutions is to ensure the minimum 

level of total costs. This means building modern 

educational institutions at the lowest cost and further 

improving the education system. 

We now introduce the following definitions for 

a single model model of the problem of improving the 

system of continuing education. 

s, s’-indicators of educational institutions; 

r, r’- indicator of economic regions; 

indicators of existing and existing educational 

institutions in l, l’-settlements; 

t-planned t period 

Index of sets of networks in the S-system 

С̅' - index of a set of professional colleges; 

R- indicator of S-type educational institutions to 

be built in the region; 

Lsr-r is an indicator of S-type educational 

institutions built in the settlement l-           located in 

the region; 

Indication of improvement of S-type educational 

institutions built in Nsl-l settlement; 

A set of indicators in the T-plan; 

Asrlv (t) -r-matrix determining the location of 

the S-type educational institution in the v-variant 

specialty, built in the l-settlement located in the 

region; 

Matsrlv- (t) -r-matrix determining the cost of 

viewing the S-type educational institution to be built 

in the settlement l-population located in the region in 

the v-variant of the specialty: 

Y S (t) - a matrix that determines the cost of the 

state budget for construction; 

Ğ ͉̿  srlv (t) - a matrix that determines the cost of 

the state budget for the construction of educational 

institutions; 

˭˭srlv (t) - a matrix that determines the cost of 

construction of educational institutions with the help 

of small and medium businesses, sponsors and foreign 

investment; 

Fsrlv (t) -r-matrix defining the limits of funds 

allocated from the state budget for s-type educational 

institutions to be built in the region; 

A matrix defining the limits of funds allocated 

from the local budget and sponsors for s-type 

educational institutions to be built in the l-settlement 

located in the Fsrlṽ-r-region; 

lsrlv is a unit vector representing the value of 

each of the s, r, l, v-indicators. 

Dsrl (t) is a vector representing additional efforts 

to improve the S-type educational institution to be 

built in the l-settlement located in the region; 

g (t) - a vector representing the limit of the funds 

allocated by the state for the improvement of the 

education system; 

g̅ S(t)-S – vector representing the limit of funds 

allocated for the improvement of institutions of the 

type education system; 

 ̅ r (t) -r - a vector representing the limits of funds 

allocated for the improvement of educational 

institutions in the region; 

f sr (t) is a vector representing the limits of funds 

allocated for s-type educational institutions under 

construction in the r-region; 

f̅ sr (t) is a matrix defining the limits of funds 

allocated for the improvement of a s-type educational 

institution to be built in the settlement l located in the 

r-region; 

The values sought in the problem are expressed 

as follows. 

zsrls’r’l (t) - to be built in the l-settlement located 

in the r-region 

s-educational institution, r’- vector representing 

the number of students who intend to attend the s’- 

educational institution to be built in the e-settlement 

located in the area; 

u̅sr (t) - r- vector representing the capacity of 

admission of students to the s-type educational 

institution under construction in the region; 

X͉͉͉̿̿̿ sr (t) is the vector representing the students 

studying in the s-type educational institution in the r-

region; 

 

Y͉̿  sr = {Y̅sr (t), X̅sr (t)} 

xsrlv (t) -r- vector representing the equipment of 

the S-type educational institution built in the L-

settlement located in the region on the basis of modern 

educational technologies in the v-specialty; 

dsrlv-integer value, calculated that y can be 0 or 1. 

Rlsr srl                                            (s=1,S̅ )    

∑ ∑ Zs’r(t)>Y̲̅s’r(t)   (t) (t=1,̅T)             (1) 
r=1 l=1                                            (r’=1,̅R) 

 

R lsr                                  (S=,S̅ )    

∑ ∑Թs(t)Zs’r> ̲X͉̿  sr’ (t)     (t=1,̅T)            (2) 
r=1l=1                               (r’=1,R̅) 
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    (SlS̅) 

lsr  S R srtsr (S=lS̅) 

∑ ∑ ∑ Zs’r’l(t)< ̲ D  (t) (Z=l,R̅s) 
l =1 s’=1 r’ =1   (T=l,T̅) 

 

S R srt Nslsr s=1,S̅ 

∑ ∑ ∑   (t) < ̲ ∑Asrlv(t)ξsrlv (t) (4) r=1,R 
S’=1 r’=1 s’r’l’ v=l l=1,ls2 

 

S R slrslr N’s’l’sr s’=1,S̅ 

∑ ∑ ∑Zs’r’l’(t) < ̲       ∑A̅s’r’l’v(t)ξs’r’l’v(t) (5) r’=1,R 
s=1 r=1 l=1 v=l l=1,ls’r’ 
    T=1,T 

 

S  R lsrNsr  

∑ ∑ ∑∑    Gsrlv (t)< ̲       q(t) (t=1,T̅) (6) 
s=1 r=1 l=1v=l  

 

R lsr Nsr                          s =1,S̅ 

∑ ∑ ∑    G̅srlv (t) <̲ ξsrlv (t) <̲  q̅(t) t=1,T   (7) 
s=1 l=1 v=l  

 

S lsr Nsr R =1,R̅ 

∑ ∑ ∑G̿̿̿̿ srlv (t) ξsrlv (t) <̲  q̿̿ (t) t=1,T    (8) 
s=1 l=1 v=l  

 

The vector-matrix economic-mathematical 

model of the problem of optimal placement of 

institutions in the areas of improvement of the system 

of continuing education is characterized as follows. 
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